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Abstract. IceCube is a cubic kilometer neutrino detector located at the
south pole. IceProd is IceCube’s internal dataset management system,
keeping track of where, when, and how jobs run. It schedules jobs from
submitted datasets to HTCondor, keeping track of them at every stage of the
lifecycle. Many updates have happened in the last years to improve stability
and scalability, as well as increase user access. Along the way, the IceProd
codebase switched from Python 2 to Python 3.

1 Introduction
The IceCube detector [1] is located at the geographic South Pole and was completed at the
end of 2010. It consists of 5160 optical sensors buried between 1450 and 2450 meters below
the surface of the South Pole ice sheet and is designed to detect interactions of neutrinos of
astrophysical origin. The IceProd [2] software framework was developed by IceCube in 2006
to manage distributed simulation workloads, primarily for data provenance and dataset
submission to HTCondor [3]. It has been used in production for 12 years to handle the data
processing and simulation needs for the IceCube collaboration. It has run thousands of CPU
years and stored over four petabytes of data. This article describes improvements in
scalability and multi-user support, formally called the IceProd 2.4 release.

2 IceProd 2.4 upgrade
The primary motivation for the IceProd 2.4 update is to increase scalability. After a year of
use of the 2.x series, bottlenecks with large datasets were apparent. While manual
intervention every day could “solve” operational issues, this was not sustainable. Two main
problems were identified: the complex task of queueing jobs, and the split database between
the central master and the client causing multiple related issues (as seen in figure 1).
The split database problem was a design choice from several years ago, before the advent
of a unified worldwide grid using HTCondor and glidein software [4]. Besides causing a
somewhat split-brain problem, and lots of syncing between the databases, the Client database
was SQLite – not the most performant database at large scale.
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Fig. 1. A diagram of communications between different parts of IceProd, before the 2.4 release.

2.1 Move to Python 3
It was decided to use the opportunity of a substantial rewrite in the server code to move to
Python [5] 3.6, the latest version of Python at the time (subsequent versions have been
released, and are being used). Python 2.7 is nearing end-of-life at the beginning of 2020, and
Python packages are dropping support for it. Several features in Python 3.6 would also
simplify the code design, asynchronous programming being the largest one as parts of the
server were already using the Tornado [6] asynchronous framework.
2.2 Creation of a REST API
Removing the split between master and client required the master to pick up a lot of
functionality. Previously, communication was handled by a special JSON-RPC [7] handler
in the website. This handler was becoming overloaded, since every function was using it.
Traceability was also a problem, with the actual function being called buried in the request
body.
Additionally, users have been requesting a better way to get data in a machine-readable
format than the website pages. The trend in industry is to provide a REST API, which would
nicely solve both problems. It would split requests across many urls, and potentially across
different processes or servers.
The new REST API in IceProd 2.4 can be seen in figure 2. This also enabled a simpler
create, read, update, and delete abstraction, speeding development and hopefully lowering
the code complexity. One of the criticisms of IceProd 2 was the maze of code and difficulty
of debugging, which this API should substantially reduce.
2.2.1 Database update
Although not strictly necessary, this was a golden opportunity to switch away from MySQL
[8] and to MongoDB [9] for databases. IceProd 2 has always had a very simple table structure
with almost no joins, and with the REST API this was even more so. This maps better to
MongoDB’s document structure, especially for searching over nested data that may or may
not be present – relevant for queueing jobs. One other nice feature of the database redesign
was forcing separation between all tables, allowing them to be located in separate databases
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Fig. 2. A diagram of communications between different parts of IceProd, after the 2.4 release. The
Client has reduced functionality, with the central REST API handling most queries.

for increased scalability. Finally, MongoDB tables can be easily sharded across machines if
necessary, leaving that scaling problem separate from IceProd.
2.2.2 Scaling possibilities of REST API
One of the advantages of the new REST API is the ability to create more instances if the
scaling bottleneck is within the API itself. Each call to MongoDB is completely separate,
with no transactions or locking. Multiple calls in parallel are not an issue, so as long as the
database can keep up the API can scale with the load.
2.3 Authorization
Earlier versions of IceProd 2 continued the model from IceProd 1, with very little
authorization needed to access the whole system. While this was acceptable for production
uses, physics analyzers and working groups have more and more wanted to use the same
system as production. Because every external method needs authorization controls, this work
kept being delayed. The new REST API was a good time to implement this, since every
method would need to be rewritten anyway.
IceProd 2.4 institutes two types of authorization – role based access control (RBAC) and
attribute based access control (ABAC). Roles are mostly to designate admin, user, or systemlevel credentials. The bulk of user accesses will use attributes, specifically whether a user is
a member of the group that owns a dataset.
Every access to the REST API is authenticated using JSON Web Tokens (JWT) [10]. A
token is obtained either by a user logging in using their IceCube LDAP credentials, or a subtoken of that original token. Admins can create system tokens, necessary for starting the
Website and Client. Jobs are given individual short-term limited-access tokens (that have a
restricted role) to communicate with the REST API.
JWT was chosen specifically for its ability to store information inside the token in a secure
manner. This allows every REST API component to have immediate access to the token’s
role and attribute information without doing a database lookup, eliminating one bottleneck.
Since all system requests use RBAC, no further authorization information is needed for the
majority of API queries. For ABAC requests, an additional lookup is necessary to determine
if the attributes of the resource match the token.
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3 Conclusions
IceProd 2.4 was released to production a short while ago, so no strong statements about usage
can be made so far. But initial tests and usage have shown several advantages in terms of
scheduling, the place where most bottlenecks were occurring. It is hoped that the changes
with the new REST API have created a more favourable environment for growth.
Future work will be to find and fix the next scaling bottlenecks. As such, monitoring is a
priority. More long-term, it is known that the central scratch server, which stores
intermediate files between dependent jobs, will hit a bandwidth bottleneck. The scratch space
will need to be distributed amongst multiple servers, preferably at different sites. This is an
area of active interest, which we hope to follow up on in the future.
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